
APPENDIX

T NORMS AND S NORMS
--------------- - -

1UZLV Set ocratiOns such a; the compLinent (No] ), union (OR), and
wterscc(:on (AND) as well as Operations associated with the evaluation of
linu:sto descriptions and neurufuzzv models call parameterized through
T 1101 111s and S norrirs. The concepts of T norm and S norm were originally
developed by mathematicians in connection with probability theor y , but they
have found considerable application in fuzzy-neural approaches. The opera-
tors call thought of as the extension of fuizy operations. For cxample, time
7 norm (T stands for trian gular) can he thought of as the extension of ,INI).
Following Terano et al. (1994) we present here semi-formally the basic ideas
involved.

A.1 7 NORMS

A T norm is a two-place. function T: [(1, fl X [0. 1] --4 fO, I] satisfy ing the
tollowimig four axioms:

x Ti = x, x TO 0	 Vx	 [0,1]	 (A-I)

x 1 Tx,	 x, Tx 1	 Vx1, x, c [0, 1]	 (A-2)

x T(x 2 Tx 3 ) = (x Tx,)Tx	 Vx, x2,x 1 E [0,1] (A-3)

if x 1 :!^x 2 , then x 1 Tx3 :!^x, 7x 1 	 Vx 1 ,x,,x 3 E [0,1]	 (A-4)

Equation (A-i) is a boundary condition refering to crisp AND, while equa-
tions (A-2) and (A-3) are conmmum'ative and associative Laws; Equation (A-4)
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X1AX2	 X1 'X2

xl	 X1AT2
	 Xj

	

(a)	 (1')

	xl ®x2	 X1AX2

Tj	 xl

(C	 i'd)

Figure A.1 Representative T norms: (a) Logical product, (b) algebraic product, (c)
bounded product, and (d) drastic proJucf.

requires the preservation of order, and it guarantees that the order of
evaluation cannot be reversed at the third evaluation.

l'he logical product produced LY a nun operation is a repfcntaiivc
T-norm operation.

i1 7'., - .,- = x I Ax	 (A-5)

It con esponds to the intersection of fuzzy sets. It is easy to verify that
equation (A-5) above satisfies equations (A-1)(A-4). If (A.5) is expressed

aphically, we obtain Figure Al. It is easy to see in Figure Ala that the
fur corners of the x 1 A x 2(shaded) square are the value of the crisp AND
operation.

What other kinds of operations can the T norm produce? The most
important ones for neurofuzzy applications are the algebraic product x 1 x2,
the bounded product x1 0x21 and the drastic product x 1 A x 2 defined as
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follows

xl •x 2	x1x2
	 (A-6)

X I 0a 2	(x 1 +x 2 •-- 1) V 0
	

(A-7)

X, x1=1

- A x	 x1 x 2 = I
	

(A-S)

	

0	 otherwise

The graphs of these are ivcn in Figure Alb—d. Us:ng thsc grapii t 	 cisv

to show that

U	 I " r 2	x 1 0	 -'^ x 1 x2 :!^ x 1 Ax '	 (AS)

The '1 norm can produce an infinite number of other operations which can
be placed in cider between the drastic product and the logical product as seen

in Figure A.I.

A.2 S NOl1MS

The S norm, which is the extension of OR, is also called the T conorin.
An c-norm is a two-place function S: [U, 11 x R', ii -, [0, I] satisfying the

following four axioms:

x  1 = 1, x  0 x
	

Vx C: [0,1]	 (A10)

x I S. 7	Sx1	 VX X,6 [0,1]	 (A-li)

x 1 S(x Sx)	 ( x 1 Sx)Sx
	

Vxx,,x 3	[0,1] (A-12)

if x 1	 x, then s S 3	 x 2 Sv
	

Vx 1 , x, x e [0,1] (A-13)

A representative S norm is the logical sum produced by a max operation.

	

X 1 Sx 2 = x V
	

(A-14)

Others include the algebraic sum x 1 x 2 , the bounded sum x 1 0 x 2 , and the
drastic sum x 1 V

X1 --x 2	X1 ±X, -X1x,

X 1 ED X, = (x 1 ±x 2 ) i 1

2 x1=U

x 1 Vx 2 = x 1 x2=0

1	 otherwise

(A-15)

(A-b)

(A-17)
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570	 T NORMS AND S NORMS

The properties of these are given in Figure A.2 a—d. As is obvious from these
figures, we have

V X2:^ x 1 +	 :!^ X i e x 2 <x 1 V x,	 (A-18)

It is easy to see by inspecting Figure A.2 and equations (A-IS) that the order
is the reverse of the T norm.

The T norm shown in Figure Al, and S norm shown in Figure A.2 must
meet the boundary conditions shown in Figure A.3. It is easy to show that the
smallest S norm is the logical sum and the largest S norm is the drastic suni,
as also seen in Figure A.3.

Various fuzzy negations, T norms and S norms have been proposed, but itis Convenient to employ the ones that meet the following conditions:

(x 1 Sx,) =	 x 1 Tx2	 (A-19)
(x 1 Tx 2 ) -	 x 1 S	 (A-20)

x 1 Vx2	 x! 4-x2

xl

(a)
	

(b)

X1VX2

(d,i
F19U10 A.2 Roprcsefltofve S norms: (a) Logeo! sum, (b) aIebroic sum, (c) bcnd2dri, c:ncl Cd) drtic suni.
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Figure A.3 Bounder',' conitons for (o) genero T norm cud (b) generol S ocrrn.

1 hese corn srmnd 10 de Morgan's laws for crisp operations and are celir'd
czy th' J%Iorl,'an's laws. When these equations above arise, the 'F norm .111 d  S

norm are dud with respect to fuzzy negation, and it can he shown that the
logical product and logical sum, algchraic product and sum, bounded product
and sum, and drastic product and swn all show duality of the variance from I
in the fuzzy ncgation. In practical applications, the lo g ical pair is standard,
and the algebraic and hounded pairs are used occasionally. The drastic pair
has the property of being discontinuous and is important in terms of the
lower hound for 7' norms and the upper bound for S norms, but it is not
Often used in practical applications.

The logical pair of 7' norms and S norms is most often used clue to its
explicit physical meaning and the fact that the

([0,1], :!^ ,1 - , A , v)	 (A-21)

system gives complete pseudo-Boolean algebra (and thus good mathematical
characteristics). Only complements do not arise:

X V (1 - x) ^: 0,	 X  < 1	 (A-22)

and all the other properties found in crisp logic arise just the same. With
crisp logic, the equality of the above equation arises. The complements are
called the laws of contradiction and exclusion. The law of contradiction —that
is, that no property and its negation can exist at the same

'
time— and

exclusion —that is, that both the propert y and its negation exist with no
ambiguous intermediates—are properties unique to crisp logic and not found
in fuzzy logic.
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A.3 T NORMS AND FUZZY IMPLICATIONS

Let us look at the mathematical hasis for modeling the fuzzy relations
involved in fuzzy if/then rules, that is, expression of the form

if X is A, then Y is B	 (A-23)

with various implications. If the elements in the total space are fixed and we
confine our discussion to evaluations within {0, 1], fuzzy implications are
two-variable functions or two-item relations of [0, ii:

: [0,1] x [0,1] - [0, 11	 (A-24)

The implication "if X is A, the n Y is B" is described by (X is (NOTA))
OR(Y is 13) in crisp cases. Therefore if we replace NOT with fuzzy negation
and OR with max, the most stindard fuzzy logic operations, we get the
implication operator

= (1 - p 4 (x)) V iz(y)	 (A-25)

which we have called Zadeh's implication operator in Chapter 5.
In order to look into the meaning of the equation (A-25), let us graph the

T norm and the S norm as shown in Figure A.4. The four crisp points
(shaded areas in the figure) are preserved, and the figure is composed of two
triangular planes. However, given just the coordinate axis and the four crisp
p(Dints, imagine Figure A.4b for the same graph of two triangular planes if

11A ->	(i-/IA) v flB	 11t	 /	 = (/ -/!. I f /ia) A 1

PA

(a)	 (7)

i•kuro A.4 two fuzzy implications (a) Zodeh and (b) Lukasie.4cz.
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asked to interpolate. Expressing Figuxe A,4b as an equation, we get

(1 -	 +	 A 1	 (\-26)

This is the limited sum operation for fuzzy negation of thc variance from 1 of
x and v, and it is an equation known as the Lithasies'icz implication in
multiple logic.
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Aaits, 305
Abe, 473
absolute is)ainit ude of data, in licural

iirtssorks, 395
bolutc values, in neural networks, 393

absorption, 23
accretive as.cociative memories, 297
accurate analysis, 7
action, as fuzz-5 variable, 153
action side of rules, 106
activation function, 194, 411
activation Junctions in fuzzy neurons, 416
activation hvperboxes, 474
actRe unforjiiatuon fus i on, 503
Adalie', 4, 213, 217, 220. '.53
adaptat:on, 44

adaptation, fua zy ncurr±l ii: tworin;, '23
adaptive control, 353
aliptive control systems, 371
au5ptivc critic reinforcement learning control

sOstein, 361
aJ:ptrve cnti, 353
adaptive critics nicihod of neural control, 360
adaptive fuzzy syste os, 485
adaptive inverse model control, 372
adaptive linear co;iului;ser, 3a

adaptive model control, 372
adaptive network-based fuzzy inference

systems, 466-468
adaptive neural network, 345
adaptive processois and neural netisuarks, 345
adaptive resonance theory neural networks,

328-331
adaptive signal processing, 341--345
adaptive system description, 447
adaptive techniques for fuzzy controller,
adding furzy numbers 77, 84-90

add;tion of discrete fuzzy numbers, example
of, 55-87

addition ol fuzzy numbcrs, extension principle,
87-90

Adeli, 450, 476
Adeli 1 lung algorithm 452-455
adjusting cocfficicnt in siginoidal tc rn, 251
aCgrcral ion of neui onal inputs, 410
aogiegatiors operation, 412
aggregation operations in fuzzy neurons, 416
agile inanuf;ctu, ung, SoS
algebraic product, 417
;s]gchraic scnl, 417
;slgonthniic relation, 110, 127, 137
Aiguiluncai, 276, -! ?-% 49
alleles, 539
alpha cuts, 34-37
ci-cut of a fuzzy relation, 61
n-cuts, 'lid fuzzy niunubc rs, 77
Aniaii, 729
Aminzad!i 4
analog computer, 4
analytic approaches to niodefirig sytr: , 105
analytical forms, 106-107
AND fuzzy neurons, 413, 418-421
ANI-IS archutectuic, 467
ANT-IS, 487
antcccdcnt prOpOSitions, 106
anticipatory Systems, 1, 510-516
antirefiexive fuzzy iclation, 58
antireflexuve rela [iou, 57
auitisy inmet ne relation, 57
applications of adaptive ncur,il networks, 345
a priori ptobabulity, 319
arctau5ent, activation function, 232-233
a:ea-cunl_poirut notion of fuzzy rules, 108-109
ai itltrnctic implication, 122
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arithmetic implication and ELSE, 137
ART, see adaptive resonance theory neural

networks
ART neural network, general operations, 329
ART-1, properties of, 330-331
artificial intelligence, 1, 191
artificial neural networks, 196-203
artificial pc;son, 562
Assilian, S, 145
associative memories. 296-306
associative neural memory, 212
associative neural networks, 8, 211, 257-28
associative property, 23
associativity, 19
asymmetric relation, 57
autoassociative neural net, systemwide

monitoring. 262
autoasaociativc neural netwoil, 197
riutoassociative neural network for filtering,

260
autocorrelsion function, 334
automatic gain control, 233
axiomatic, interpretation of pronability, 37
axon, 410

backpropagation, 3, 8, 229
backpropagation algorithm, variations of, 252
backpropagatiors and related training

paradigms, 8
backpropagation, factors that influence,

248 -25 5
backpropagation through loire, 353, 360
hackpropagation training, 229, 238. 401
backward-chaining, and fuzzy inference, 112
Bailey, 385
BAM, 299
BAM, operation of. 301
bandwidth of P-shaped functions, 117
Barbosa, 484
Barto, 374
Bayesian probability, 320
Bayro-Corrochano, 451, 475
bearing failure in large motor pump, 379
bearings fault detection, 494
belief measures, 39
Berkan, xviii, 511
Bernard, 176
Bezdcck, 435, 482, 499
bias, neurons. 248
bidirectional associative memory, 299-302
binary relations, 50, 52
binary representation of chromosomes, 542,

545
binary representation of data, in neural

networks. 391

biological basis of neural networks, 192-193
biotechnology, fuzzy-neural applications, 439
biunique relation, 58
black-box identification, 353
Blanco, 548, 455, 474, 477
Boltzmann machine. 306
Boolean implication, 122
Boolean implication and ELSE, 137
Boolean logic, 4
bottleneck layer, 257
bottom-up weights, 274
bounded product, 417
bounded product implication, 122
bounded product implication and ELSE, 137
bounded sum, 417
Ltourbakis, 481, 486
Brotherton, 484
Buckley, 447
Buckley and Hayashi, 456
Butler. 213

C-tt- , 4
Cai, 413, 439
Cain, 549
calculation of weights, hidden neurons, 242
calculation of weights, output neuioiia, 240
capacity and efficiency of crossbar network,

302-303
Carpenter, 328, 431,432
Cartesian plane, 32
Cartesian product, 50, 53
Cartesian product, and fuzzy numbers, 77
Cartesian product, continuous, 53
Cartesian product, discrete, 53
Cartesian product, fuzzy, 55
cascade-correlation neural nets, 280
cascade-correlation training process. 280
Cassidy, 485
categories, 14
Cauchy machine, 306
Caudill, xviii, 213, 326, 402, 562
cellular automata, 1
center of area (COA) defuzzification, 164
center of sums (COS), defuzzificatioir, 165
centroid defuzzification, COIl, 1(4
certainty factors, 529
Chang, 478
change in action, as fuzzy variable. 153
change in error, as fuzzy variable, 153
changes in values, in neural networks, 393
chaotic systems, 1
characteristic function, 14, 41
check-valve monitoring, 378
chemical oxygen demand density, 460
Chen, 438
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Chen and (hcn, .178
Chen, Lin, and Chen, 484
choice of neural network t ype, 386
choice of output, 387
chromosomes, 539
clarity through fuzzy description, 151
Classical conditioning, 290
classical scts, 14
classical set theory, 13
clipping of the Consequent, 131
closed-loop adaptive operation, 346
closed-loop control system, 354
closed-loop operation, 345
clustering, 450
clustering data, 3S9
COA dcfurzificatjon, 164
Cohen, 452
Cohen—Grossherg learning, 290--296
coherence function, 339
collection of intervals, and fuzzy arithmetic, 83
cominutativity, 28
competitive learning, 20-1, 306
competitive neural networks, 8, 306-315
complementary nature of fuzzy-neural systems,

4 09, 445
consplemcntation, 14
complement coder, 433
complement dccokr, 433
complement of a fluazy set, 20
compositionil rule of infe-rence, 126
composition examples of, 69. 71
composition of fuzzy relations, 49, 65-74
composition operations, 61
conrund fuzzy values, 111
compressed representation of the input, 258
compression of information, 257
compression ratio, 225
CON, see conceirtratjois
Concentration, CON, 21, 24
coouigrr:itions of adaptive neural networks,

347
connected relation, 58
Ciiflr1e:tinnjst systems, 193
connectives, AND, OR, 106
connectives for cc'inpound valucs, 117--120
consequent propositions, 106
consistency principle, 38
content addressable memories, 297
cont inuous;'alued data, in neural networks, -

391
contrast intcnsjfjction 25
control lsypersurfaco, 170, 171, 173
controller autounintg, 371
controller gain, in PJD, 147
controller, pratic.l example of, 146
controlling parameter, in process control, 147

control valsc, 150
conventional approaches to modeling systems,

105
convergence criteria, in genetic algorithms, 545
convex fuzzy Set, 77, 79
consexity, 79
Cooley, 438
corrected reading front failed sensors, 263
COS defuzzificariors, 165
eountenpropagation networks, 315
counterpropagat ion networks, characteristics

of, 319
coupling coefficients, 376
crisp restriction, 41
('rooks, 390
crossbar associative network, ace lTopfield

network
crossbars, disadvantates of, 303
crossbar structure of nctwonks, 297
cross-correlation, 336
eross-correlation fun ctions, 2, 340
crossover, 541
cross-spectral den,it y , 2, 336
cross-spectral density measurements, 338
CUBICALC, 487
cutoff frequency, 262
(2ybenko, 267
cylindrical extension, C) 6-1

Dagli, 486
Dalton, 482
DARPA, 211
Darinsoutlu Conferecn-, 4, 214
Dartmouth Summer Research Conference, 213
Darwinian natural selc-in, 540
data acquisition, 391
datahsscs, errors in, 3Su
data compression, 206
data compression-expansion via neural

example, 210
data-driven inference, 112
data kinds, in neural networks, 399
data norm ahir.ation, in iseural networks, 395
data reprcscntaticn in neural nets, 391
data scaling, in neural networks, 396
data selection for training and testing, 399
data Sources for neural networks, 389-391
Dean, 214
decision fusion, 494, 500
defuzzification and adaptive approaches, 166
defu7zufication, effects on fuzzy controller

quality, 181-184
defuzzifving the output of a controller, 152
defuzzfucatjon methods, 163-166
degree of fulfillment (D01), 131, 157
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degree of fulfillment, and fuzzy controller
quality, 179

degree of fulfillment, exrspIes in control 168,
169, 174

degrees of freedom, 207
Delgado. 474
delta-bar-delta networks, 254
delta-bar-delta networks, extended, 255
delta rule, 204, 218
delta vector, 219, 237
demapping layers, 259
Dc Morgan's laws, 28
Dc Morgan's laws and 7 norms, 417
Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence, 39
dendrites, 192,410
dendritic inputs, 411
dendritie inputs, and neuronal fuzzificatiots,

412
denominational fuzzyfier, 26
derivative gain L'OflSL3iit, in PID, 147
derivative term, in P11), 147-148
designing fuzzy controllers, issues of, 176
design of the is oral networl, 386-369
desired response and erior, 344
diagnosis, fuzzy, 52
diagnosis, fuzzy-neural, 495
difference in data requirements in supervised

and unsupervised learning, 400
differential llcbbian learning, 290
Dli., Scre dilation
dilation, DII., 21, 24
directed graph. 51, 56
discrete universe of discourse. 16
dissemblane index, 506
distortion correction via neural net, 211
distributed information, 394
distributed memory, 211
distributed neural memory, 212
distributive property, 28
distributivity, 19
divisibility relation, example cii, 50
division of fuzzy numbers, 77, 99-101
division of fuz:-y numbers, example of, 99-101
division of x-y plane, 224
P01" (degree of fulfillment), 131
Dong, 368
double negation law, 28
drastic product, 417
drastic product implication, 123
drastic product implication and ELSE, 137
drastic sum, 417
Driankuv, 145
driver reinforcement learning, 296
Dubois, 176, 417
Dubois and Prade, 15, 17, 30, 42

dynamic hybrid ncurofuzzy systems, 8,
493-516

dynamic neural nets and control systems, 8,
332-382

dynamic variable, in process control, 147

EBR-2, 262, 264
Efstathiou, 152
elastic fuzzy logic, 474
electrocardiography, 2
ELSE, interpretation under various

implications, 136-137
.1-Sharkawi, 476

empty fuzzy set, 19
encoding data, in neural networks, 394
energy surface representation, 297, 305
environmental imaging, 483-484
epistcnric descriptions, 43
epistcmic variables, see fuzzy variebles
epoch, 209
equality of fuzzy sets, 20
equalization and dceon'.'olutiorr, 351
equal-percentage valve, 150
equivalence relation, 58
Ercal, 486
error, as fuzzy variable, 153
error function, using different ones, 254
error, in process control, 147
error rate, 38, 39
errors in databases, 389
error squared, 234
error squared, minimum, 236
Eryurek, 262
evaluating control rules, schematically, 158,

169, 174
evaluating functions, analogy to fuzzy

inference, 126-- 127
evaluating fuzzy relations through composition.

67
evolution, 540
evolutionary processes, 540
excitatory, 412
excitatory effects in fuzzy neurons, 415
expert knowledge elicitation. 447
expert systems, 1, 523-537
expert systems, characteristics, 524
expert systems, components, 525
expert systems, implementation issues, 535
expert systems in fuzzy-neural systems, 8
expert systems, state of the art, 531
expert systems, use, 532
expert systems, with neural nets and fuzzy

rules, 534-535
exponential activation function, 322
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exponential fuzzifrer. 26
extension principle, 30-34
extension principle addition of fuzzy numbers,

84, 88
extension principle, and fuzzy numbers, 77
external inputs to a neuron, 410

factors influencing fuzzy controller quality, 179
Fahlman, 253, 281
failure and error possibilities, 39
failure rate, 38, 39
fairly continuous data, 392
Farber, 267
fast bstckpropagation, 253
Fatikow, 481
fault-tokr-anec of neural nets, 211, 213
feature extraction layers, 259
features of artificial neural networks, 211
feedback competition representation, 298
feedback connections, 197, 201
feedback, in neural networks, 200
fccdforss ard network. 204
Feigenbaum, 524, 564
Filcv, 145, 152
filtering application, 262
financial engineering, neurofuzzy methods, 456
finite impulse response, FIR, 345
first-order S ugcno controller, 162
first projection, 63
fitness function, 542
fitness value, 546
Fcsgcr, 55
Fontana, xviii
formalism in anticipatory systems, 513
fonvard-chxinin inference, 112
Foslicrr, 479
foundations of fuzzy approaches, 7
Fourier transform, 2, 334
frequency domain, 2
frequency response rietbods, 14-8
frequentistic interpretation, 37, 43
Fujii, xviii
fully connected network, 197
Funahashi, 267
functiciz'l links, 279
fundamentals of neural networks, 8
fusion reactors, arid neurofuzzy SvSteniS. 479
fuzzification, 27
fuzzificatiort and clustering, 450
fuzzification of aggregation. 414
fuzzification of dendritic inputs, 414
fuzzification of neuronal outputs, 415
fuzzification of neurons, 409
fuzzificatiorr of synapseS. 414
fuzzifying the input of a controller, 152

frizziness, 1, 13
fuzziness, schools of thought, 39
fuzzy algorithms, 49, 106, 110, 136-141
fuzzy algorithms, and composition, 67
fuzzy ARIMAP, 431-435
fuzzy categorization of a universe of discourse,

114
fuzzy chips, 112
fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm, 499
fuzzy control, 8, 145-185
fuzzy control of backpropsugat ion. 437
fuzzy controller emulating i'ID modes of

control, 160- 162
fuzzy controller, example of level control,

166 -169
fuzzy controller, two-input example, 169-176
fuzzy event, 43, 44
fuzzy expert systems, 535
frzzyficatiori, 25-27
firzzyfier function, 25
fuzzy genetic modeling, 554
fuzz)' if/lair rules 49
fuzzy implication operators , 121-125
fu,zy implication operators, table of 6, 124
Isuzo.' inference and composition 125-- 136
fuzzy inference, 111
fuzzy inference, schematic reprvscnt-utron, 158,

169, 174
fuzzy inputs and outputs to neural networks,

435
fuzzy kernel, 27
fuzzy linguistic controllers. 151-163
fuzzy linguistic descriptions, 105-141,
fuzzy mean, 44
fuzzy measure, 39
fuzzy methods in neural networks, 8, 409 443
fuzzy microprocessors, 112
fuzzy multiplication, 95
fuzzy-neural hybrid data presentation, 434
fuzzy-neural hybrids, 447
fuzzy neural net'.sorks, 412-413
fuzzy neural, survey of ermgin1erin

applications, 437-439
fuzzy neuron, 412
frizzy neuron, and AND- gate, 413
fuzzy neuron, and OR-gate, 412
fuzzy numbers, 8, 77
fuzzy output as indication of ecetroller quality,

177
fuzzy partial ordering, 59
fuzzy probabilities, 38-54
I'll zzy process control system schematic, 152
fuzzy propositions, 106
fuzzy relation, 7, 49, 52, 50, 67
fuzzy relation, representation of, 55
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fuzzy relations, notation for, 53
fuzzy relations, operations. 60
fuzzy relations, properties of, 58
fuzzy restriction, 41
fuzzy set, 13, 15
fuzzy set theory, 13
fuzzy simiIariy relation, 59
fuzzy supervisor for FID controller, 162
fuzzy systems, 1, 105
fuzzy values, 106, 112

Gaussian activation function, 325
gene pool, 540
generalized fuzzy neuron and iictworks,

414-416
generalized mean operator, 502
generalized inodus poncns (GMJ'), 111, 112,

125
generalized modus ponens WWI'), in control,

156
generalized modus tollens (GAIT), 111, 112,

125
generalized regression neural network, 326
generational approach, genetic algorithms, 545
genes, 539
genetic algorithm optimization, 544
genetic algorithms, 1, 8, 539-557
genetic algorithms application to neural

networks, 548
genetic algorithms in neural network design,

556-557
genetic computing, xii
Girosi, 238
goal-driven inference, 112
Goals of Engineering Education, (ASEE), 561
Gödelian implication and ELSE, 137
Gödelian implication operator, 123
Goldberg, 539
Goode and Chow, 486
Goodman, 452
Gougeis implication, 123
Gougen implication and ELSE, 137
graded learning, 203
grades of membership in fuzzy relations, 56
gradient descent, for adapting membership

functions, 463
granularity of a description, 112
Gray-scale representation, 543
GRNN, see generalized regression neural

network
Gros.cherg. 289, 328, 431. 432
Grossberg learning in outstars. 294
Grossberg outstar learning. 295
Guly, 461, 463
Guo, 255, 362, 477

Gupta, 409, 417
Gyftopou los, 340

Halberstam, 5
Halganiuge, 439
Hamming distance, 543
Hanes, 481
Harp, 557
Harris, 145
Ilarston, 213
Ifa.chcm, 255
Hayashi, xviii, 447, 455, 461
Haykin, 7, 437
heat rate of S power plant, monitor iri of,

361-363
Hebb, 204, 289
Hbbiau learning, 203, 215, 289-290, 294
Hebb's law, 289
llecht-Nicls:n, 213, 303, 306, 315
l:cdging, as semantic constraint, 117
Hertz, 438
heteroassociative neural network, 197
heuristic knowledge, 523
hidden layers, 27-1
Higgins, 452
high flux Isotope reactor (HFIR), 507
JOnes, J. W., xviii, 8, 264, 270
Hinton, 229, 250, 275
Ilirota, 145, 409, 438,
Hobbs, 486
Hoff, 217, 314
Hojny, xviii
Holland, 539
Hooker, 340
Hopfield, 303
Hopficld layer, 304
llopfleld learning rule, 304
Hopfield networks, 303
Hornik, 267
Houstis, xviii
llsiao, 485
flu, 438
human factors, expert systems, 537
Hung, 450
Hush, 325
hybrid Al systems 1
hybrid neurofuzzy applications, 1, 8, 471-487
hybrid systems, 493
hyperbolic tangent, activation function,

232-233

lehihashi, 461
idempotency, 28
Identity fuzzy relation, 54
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hf (if and only iO, 14
f/ihen (crisp) rule appwxiniation of functions,

107
f/t/ren (fuzzy) rule approximation of functions,

108
if/siren rules, 3
f/:hco rules, and composition. 67
Ikonumopoulos, 375, 477, 493
Illingsworth, 213
image analysis, and fuzzification, 27
image enhancement, 482-483
implication operators, 121-125
implication operators and controller quality,

177-184
implication relation of fuzzy rule, 109
implication relations, 121, 120-125, 127
imprecision, 3, 39
impulse response function, 334
incomplete data sets, 390
indexed center of gravity method of

defuzzification, 165
industrial merit of neurofuzzy technologies,

480
inference engine, 525
infererrcing procedures, and composition, 67
inferential measurements, 266
inferring the valuc of a variable, ircurofiitLy

approach, 494
inlimum, 18
infinitesimal weight adjustments, 250
influence of mernbc:ship function shape in

control, 181
influence of noise on measurements, 337
informal linguistic descriptions, 105
information fusion, through fuzzy logic, 501
inhibition hyperboscs, 474
inhibitory, 412
inhibitory effects in fuzzy rseutons, 415
crier product, 202
input interface, of fuzzy controller, 152
input layer, 196
input-output relationships. 343
input transformations, 398
input variables in fuzzy controllers, 153
input vector, in neural nets, 198
inspection using neurofuzzy methods, 486
inetars, 291
instars learning law, 294
instrumentation system, 337
integral term, in PID, 148
integration of fuzzy and neural systems, 1
intelligence, 4
intelligent management, 5
intelligent management of large complex

systems, 5

interface, expert systems, 525
interference canceling, 351
intermediate layer of neurons, see hidden layer
interpolative associative merriot ies, 297
interpretation of ELSE in fuzzy algorithms,

137
intersection, 14
intersection, of fuzzy relations, 61
intersection of fuzzy Sets. 20
interval arithmetic, and fuzzy numbers,

82-102
interval representation, of fuzzy numbers, 83
inverse control, 353, 30
inverse fuzzy relation, 57
inverse modeling, 349, 369
inverse modeling systems, 350
inverse relation, 54
loannorm, 477
irreflexive, fuzzy relation, 58
Ishibuchi, 476
lshmkawa, xviii
iterative procedure for improving plant

performance, 363

Jacobs, 254
Jamshidi, 4
Jang, 455, 461
Jang and Sun, 487
Jianqin, 176

Ksrndel, A., 55, St
Karayrannis, 439, 452, 476
Karonis, 145
Kartalopoulos, 7
Kasuba, 433
Kaufmann, 15, 53
Keller, 455, 475
Khan, 455, 487
Klrrisnapurami, 475
Kim, 482
King, 145, 152, 176
Ki,:ka, 176
Ktamnura , xviii
Kiir, 55, 480
Kiir and Folger, 17, 67, 58, 82
k-rnermns algorithm, 326
knowledge acquisition, 526
knoa ledge base, 525
kn ass ledge representation-inference, expel

Systems, 527
Koliorien, 306
Kc'ttonen feature mapping, 451
Kohoncn layer, 306
Kohonen learning rule, 308
Kohonen networks, 306
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linguistic descriptions, 105-141
linguistic descriptions and analytical forms, 8,

105-141
linguistic forms, 106-107
linguistic hedges, 117
linguistic modifiers, 114
linguistic modifiers and fuzzy neurons, 417
linguistic modifiers and fuzzy set operations

120
linguistic terms, 3
linguistic values, 112
linguistic variable, 106, 113
LISP, 4
La, 268, 270
local minima, dealing with, 251, 402
logical product, 417

Lahirre, 231	
logical sum. 417

Lan, 473	
logistic function, 194, 230

Lapedes. 267	
logistic function and its derivative, 231

Lapp, 5	
Iaskiewicz-tlucZak, 375, 493

1.arkin, 152	
low-paSs fihcr, autciassociative neural net, 262

larsen product implication, 122	 LVQ, see karnin3 Vector quanttz.ition

Larsen product implication and USE, 137
Larsen product iropliettion and GMT, example,

132-126
Larsen product implication, in control, 156
lateral connections bctwcn neurons, 197
lateral inhibition, 306
law of c, ) n t ra (liction, 29
law of the excluded middle, 23
lawrence, 392
learning, 203
learning algorithm, for perceptroflS, 216
learning and adaptation in fuzzy systems via

neural networks, 461
learning by example. 211
learning constants, 252
learning, fuzzy neural networks, 423
learning machine by Minsky and Dean, 211
learning vector quantization, 314, 439
Lee, 121,438,475
left-hand side fuzzy variables in controllers,

152-153
Left unique relation, 58
level fuzzy sets, 36
level sets, 34
Li and Wu, 455, 478
Lin, 438, 485
Lin and Lee, 479
linear associatOr, 201-203
linear control theory, 344
linearly separable variables, 220
linear systems theory, 333
linear versus nonlinear systems. 345
linguistic description of a function, 109
lin5nistic description of fuzzy control, 145, 177

Kohonen neurons. 307
Kohonen self-oigafliZlng systems 306-315
Kohonen training law, 314
Kolmogorov'S theorem, 238
1(orn, 306
Korst, 306
Kosko, 15, 299, 455, 474, 554
Koznia, xviii, 477
Kramer, 257, 259
Krishnapurafll and Lee, 501
Kulkariii, 483
Kumara, 452
Kung, 487
Kuu, 438, 439, 457, 481
Kwan, 413, 439

machine leer ol:ig. 112
Istadalinc, 220
Mamdani, 145, 152, 176
Mamdani miii implication. 122
Mamdani min iniplicatiori and ELSE, 137
Marndutii rain implication and GM?, example,

127-132
Maindini rain implication, in control, 156
Maradani rules, in fuzzy control, 162
manipulated variable, in control, 147
many.inpUt . iflanY-OutPut (MIMO) systems, 163
manyinput-single-OutPUt controllers, 163
many-to-many mappings, 7, 50, 110-ill, 447,

472
marry-to-many relations, 7
many-to-one mapping, 7, 31, 50, 107, 11()-Ill,

147, 472
mapping, 50
mapping layers, 259
mapping the alphabet to five-bit code, 206=209
Maren, 213
Maricic, 548
Masters, 257, 268, 269
mating (crossover), 540
MX11,6, 267, 466
MATLAB Supplement, 8
matrix notation in neural nets, 198, 297
Matsuoka, 477
max, as ope(ator, 1$
max-average composition, 67, 69, 73, 74
max fuzzy neuron, 413
ni ax- 1 composition, 67. 68, 126-127
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maximum, 31
maximum of fuzzy numbers, 101-102
max (OR) fuzzy neuron, 413
max-min composition, 67, 125-126, 127-141
max-min composition, example of, 69
max-mitt composition, in control, 156-161
max-min transitive relation, 59
max-pt oduct composition, 67-68, 126-127
max-product transitivity, 59
McAvoy, 368
McCarthy, 4, 213
McClelland, 275
Mc(orduek, 564
McCulloch-Pitts model of a neuron, 4, 213,

215
McCullough, 516
mean of maxima (MOM) dcfuzziuication, 165
meaning of function, 13
medical imaging, 483-484
membership function, 15
membership matrix, 54
memorization in neural nets, 257
memory capacity of Hopfield nets, 305
Mendel, 437, 455, 485
nietarulcs, 163
Miller, 213, 368
Minai, 255
mm (AND) fuzzy neuron, 413
min, as operator, 18
loin fuzzy neuron, 411
minimization of least squares errors, 3
minimum of fuzzy numbers, 101-102
Minsky, 4, 213, 214, 215, 229,
Minsky and Papert's Perceptions, 216
MI II, 5
Mitra, 482
Miyamoto, 145, 516
Miunsomo, 121, 125
modeling, 1, 2, 347
model reference adaptive contiol, 373
models of dynamic systems, 366
modes of control, in PlD, 148-149
modular neural networks, 270 -273
Moganti, 486
MOM defuzziflcation, 165
momentum, 249
monitoring, 262
monitoring heat rate of a power plant,

361-363	 -
monitoring network training process, 403
Moody, 325
Moon, 478
MORE OR LESS, 21
mounted de-ics, 112
Mouselli, 549
rut-tuples, 31

multidimensional universe of discourse, and
fuzzy numbers, 79

multi i/o system, example of neural control,
356-358

multilaver fuzzy neural networks, 421
multiple-input adaptive linear combiner, 341
multiple parallel slabs, 398
mrultiplicauon of fuzzy numbers, 77, 95
multiplication of fuzz-number with crisp

number, 95
multiplication of two fuzzy numbers, example

of, 96
nmultiplving a fuzzy set by crisp number, 21
multivariate fuzzy algorithms, 139-141
multivariate fuzzy implications, 139
mutation, 540, 542
MYC1N, 526

Nabeshinta, xviii
Narcdra, 359, 368
n-ary fuzzy relation, 53
n-ary relations, 50, 52
natural selection, 540
neurest-neighbor heuristic, 326
necessity measures, 39
Nelson, 213
Neo-llebbian learning, 289
network paralysis, 250
NEUFU?,, 487
neural adaptive control, 359
neural and fuzzy systems in series, 449
neural control, 333-382
neural control systems, implementation of, 368
neural methods in fuzzy systems, 8, 445-468
neural network control, 353-363
neural network driven fuzzy reasoning, 447
neural networks, 1, 191
neural network training, alternative approach,

266-270
Ncural\\-'are, 254
flcurocomnpu ting, sill
neurodes, 193
ncurofuzzy control itt robotics, 451
ncurofuzzy interpolation, 472
ncurofuzzy systems, 7, 56-1, 565
neurofuzzy lechnolovy, role of, 563
neuron, 193
neuron activation function, 194
neuronal input signals, 193
mmeoeon, biological, 192
Nguyen 368
Nie, 475
Nii, 564
Ntkolov, 548
nodes, see neurons
noise analysis, 375
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noise analysis, applications of neural networks,
3,4-380

noise input, 338
Nomura, 461, 462
nondistributed information, 394
nonlinear characteristics of devices, 151
nonLinearly separable variables; 221
nonlinear principle components. 259
nonlinear relationships, 3
nonlinear systems, 3
nonparametric identification, 3e3
normal fuzzy set, 19, 77, 79
normalization. 152
normalization of data, in nzur;I nztvorls, 395
n-tuplcs, 52
null relation, 54
number of layers, in neural design, 387
number of neurons per layer, 388

O'INCA, 449, 488
objective function, in genetic algorithms, 542
observational conditioning, 290
Occarn's Razor, 3
odor discrimination, 450
operational conditioning, 290
ordered pair, in relations, 50, 55
ordering of variables, 393
OR fuzzy neuron, 413, 418-421
Osteigaurd, 145
output interface, of fuzzy controller, 152
output (total) of fuzzy controller, 157
output variables in fuzzy controllers. 153-154
outstar learning network, 295
outStars, 291
overtraining a neural network, 209

Pai, 439
Pal, 48
Panas, Xviu,
Pao, 213, 319, 477
Pap, 213
Pripanikolopoulos, 162
Papert, 215, 229
paraboloid of revolution, 236
parallel features of fuzzy control, 152
parameter identification. 176
parametric identification, 364
parametrizing, fuzzy numbers. 81
Parker, 229, 250
parsimonious description. 3. 108
parsimony, 3
Parthasarathy, 359, 368
partial ordering, 58
Patrikrrr, 475
pattern recognition. 112, 482-483

pattern recognition, and fuzzification, 27
pattern recognition capabilities of neural nets,

211,213
Pavlov's experiments, 290
Pavlovian learning, 290
Peiirycz, 145, 409, 419, 433, .102
Pedrycz and Dyckhoff. 502
perceptron, 4, 214, 303, 411
Prcej,frorts. 215, 217
performance, as frizzy variable, 153
performance guidelines, expert systems, 536
Pcrncel, 462
Peters, 564
Pharn, 451, 475
physical system. 334
pictorial data, 390
P11) control, 146-151, 353, 355, 360, 372,
P11) level control, example of, 148
P10 tuning, 148
piecewise linear fuzzy controller, 478
Pin, 112
plantwide monitoring system. 264
plausibility measures, 39
PNN, see probabilistic neural networks
Poggio, 238
point approximation of functions, 107
possibility distribution, 39, 40, 41, 42. 43. 44
possibility distribution function. 41
possibility measures 43,44
possibility theory, 38-45
Postman, 5
power of a fuzzy set, 21
Powers, xviii
power spectral density, 334
practical aspects of neural networks. 8
E'rade, 417
prediction. 352
preview control 512
primary set of values, 114
primary values of fuzzy variables, 115
Principia, 7
proactive, 563
probabilistic methods, 38
probabilistic neural nets,

advantages-disadvantages, 323
probabilistic neural networks, 319
probability measures, 39
probability of fuzzy event, 43
probability/possibility consistency principle

43
process control, 112
process control system block diagram. 152
process control system, practical example of,

146
process relation, 147
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process, practical example of, 146
processing elements, see neurons
product of fuzzy sets, 20
product space, see Cartesian product
projection, 60-64
properties of fuzzy sets, 28-30
proportional-integral-derivative control,

146-151,344
proportional selection, 545
proportional term, in PID, 148
Provence, 475
PRUF, 42
pseudorandom binary maximum length shift

register sequence. 340
pseudorandom binary variables, 339
U-shaped functions in fuzzeontrol, ISI
11-shaped fuzzy values, 116-117
Purushotaman, 452

Qi, 417
qualitative computations, 114
quality of fuzzy control algorithm, 176-177
quality of nrmcasurcmtienmt, 339
quantitative computations , 114
quantization, 152
quantizei, in Adalines, 218
quickprop training, 253
quotient of fuzzy numbers, 99-101

Radecki, 36
radial basis function network, 325- 326, 439
Raghcb, xviii, 42
random noise analysis, 2
range.abihity of a valve, 15!
rank-based selection, 5-I5
Rao, 409
Rita and Gupta, 431
Razz, 477
RI3FN, see radial basis function network
real-valued representation of chromosomes,

542, 544
recall, 203
rccireulatio it neural networks, 274-278
recirculation neural networks, application of,

276
recurrent neural networks, 281-285
icduced-dimensional representation, 259
icrlundancy in input data, neural networks,

399
reference value, see selpoint
reflexive relation, 57
re gression to solve for the weight matrix, 263
regulatory control, 355
reinforcement learning, 374
relations, importance of order, 50

relations, properties of, 57
relations, representation of, 52
reliability engineering, 112
reliable intelligence, 7
reproduction, 540, 545
reset constant, in PID, 147
resolution principle, 37-38
resolution principle, and fuzzy numbers, 77, 83
resolution principle, and fuzzy relations, 61
resonance, in ARTMAP, 434
Ridella, 549
tight-hand side fuzzy variables ii, controllers,

152-154
right unique relation, 58
robotics, 431
robust autoassocialive neural net, 264
Rocha, 419, 438
Rochester, 213
role of hidden layer iii training. 403
Rosen, 511
Rosenberg, 250
Rosenblatt, 4, 214, 215
Roscnblatt's Perceptron, 214
Ruano, 371
Reeds, 419, 438
rule extraction, identification, 447
rules and inference in fuzzy control, 154-163
Rminmclhait, 229, 250

Saleent, 435
Saciad, 253, 363, 479, 557
sampling time interval, 349
Sanchez, 77
scaling. 152
scaling, in control, 147
scaling of data, in neural networks, 395
scaling of the consequent by DOI , 135-136
Schwartz, 145, 480
second-order backpropngamom i, 1,rJ
second proj::tion, 63
seismology. 2
Scjncwski, 2:C}
selection of ceural networks, 3Ei
self-organizing map, 310
seJforganizing mail, and menlnrchip

functions, 497
semanticS of compound finzn- values, 119
sensitivity analysis, 2, 255, 362
sensitivity coefficients, experimental

evaluation 256
censors, failed or deteriorated, 263
ccquciitial older, 390
sctpoint, 147
Shannon, 213
shift register Systems, 340
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Shirnazaki, xviii,
Shinobu, xviii
Shinohara, xviii, 39
Siariy, 461. 463
sigmoidal activation function, 194, 195, 232
signal-to-noise-ratio, 220, 449
signuns function 411
simple open-loop control system, 354
simplified fuzzy ARTMAP, 433
Simpson 213
simulated annealing, 252, 305-306
single-input adaptive transverse filter, 342
singleton, 15, 55
singular value decomposition, 269
situation side of rules, 106
size of neural networks, 386
small nuinhe is, fuzzy set of, 16
smoothing. 152
smoothing, in control. 147
smoothing parameter, probabilistic neural

ricts, 323, 324
S norms, 409. 417
Sofge, 213, 368
,oft computing, xiii, 3, 563
software neurofuzzy, 487
SUM, see self-organizing map
souia, 192, 409
Song, 438
Sotomi, 477
Specht. 319, 326
sqsaahing function 194
Srinivasan, 438
S-shaped functions, in fuzzy control, 181
S-shaped fuzzy values, 116-117
stability, 250
stability, of fuzzy controllers. 176
standard sequence implication, 123
standard sequence implication and ELSE, 137
Statkwerthcr, 548
statistical regression, 2
steady state approach, genetic algorithms, 545
stochastic learning automata, 374
stochastic neural networks, 306
strings of artificial geietic systems, 539
structure identification, 176
Structure of probabilistic neural nets, 320
Stylios, 477
subjectivistic, interpretation of probability, 37
subtiacting fuzzy numbers as intervals,

example, 91	 -
subtracting fuzz)' numbers with continuous

membership functions, example. 91
subtraction of fuzzy numbers, 77, 90-95
Sugeno, 39
Sugeno rules, 456, 459, 466
Sugcno rules, in fuzzy control, 102

sum of errors, as fuzzy variable, 153
Sun, 455, 461
super chromosome, 545
supervised control, 353, 359-360
supervised learning 203, 204-211
supremum, 18
survival of the fittest, 540
Sutton, 213
Suzudo, X'.'iii

Suzuki, xviii
Swiniarski, 368, 371
syllogism, 127
symbolic computations, 114
symmetric, fuzzy relation, 58
symmetric relation, 57
synapse, 192, 410
svn:iptic junction, see synapse
s yraptic strength of biological neurons and

lea-ning, 192
synaptic weight, 193
s'c g isiC inlcractions, 1
synergistic utilization of fuzzy-neural systems,

445
system behavior and fuzzy-neural choices,

4-17-448
system description, 2
system identification, 347, 363
system icsponsc. function, 334

tabular representation of fuzzy numbers,
85-92

Tahani, 455, 475
Takagi, 447, 455
Takagi-Hayashi method. 455-461
1 ascillo, 481
Terano et al, 17. 55, 145. 417,
term set, 114
tertiary relations, 50, 52
T-1-I method, see Takagi-1-Iayashi method
Theoharis, xviii
Thonsson, 3S5
threshold, in neurons, 194
time delay, 349
time domain, 2
time variations in data, 390
time-series prediction, 380-382
T norms, 409, 417. 567-572
7 norms and fuzzy implications, 571
T norms and S norms, 567-572
T norms in fuzzy control, 159,
Tomizuka, 512
top-dawn weights, 274
total linear ordering, 58
total projection. 63
training algorithms, 229
training neural networks, 401-404
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training of a Kohonen network, 310-311
training the perceptron. 216
transfer function iii neurons, see activation

function
transfer function, systems, 334
transitive relation. 58
transitivity, 59
transportation control, 484
trapezoidal fuzzy values, 116
trapezoidal membership function, 116
Travis, 435, 450
triangular fuzzy values, 116
triangular membership function, 57
Trivedi, 499
TSK rules in fuzzy control, 162
Tsoukalas, 435, 511
Fsukamoto fuzzy, model, 163
Tsurid, 363
tuning, in PlO controllers, 148
tuning tasks, 480
tWO-srflSOr technique, neural nets in noise

analysis, 375
Fa1cstas, 162

Uhrig, 255, 264, 333, 340, 362, 375
iiilcertainry, 4, 39

uncertainty rnan;igemcnt, iii expert systems,
529

uriidiiccts.' n.-il coiuircrpropai3ilioii i:t\iuk,
315

un i on, 14
union, of tizzy reiztions, S
uliun of fuzzy se ts, 21
universal approsimator, 267
uirixersal set, 14
univcrSe 14

universe of discourse, 14
universe relation, 54

us crscs of discourse, higher dimensional, 52
UIisuper.ised learning, 203
Uradhyaya, 263

updating weights, example of bisckpm-opagation,
246

(_1 .ciiii, xs,iii

valida(ion and 'ei ific:itio, expert	 cimi, 536
valuation set, 14

valve status classification using Koliomicn
networks, 311

Yin I?orii, 524

variable, notion of, 41
vector notation in neural riots, 198
Venn diagrzrnc, 14
VERY, 21
vibration analysis, 2

vibration nioritoring, 495

vibration signatures, 495, 509
vigilance, 330

virtual company, 563
virtual nleasuiemciit values, 505
virtual measurements, using micurofuzzy

method, 504
visible layers, 274
Von Neuman, 4

Wakami, 461, 480
Wang, 145, 437, 438, 455
Wang and Chen, 485
Washio, xviii, 512
Wasserman, 213, 326
Watanabe', xviii
Watkins, 487
\Vegman, 480

weight assignment problem, 229
weight matrix, 198

weight matrix representation of BAM, 299
s' eights, 193

weights cumulative update of, 253
weights in Adalimse, 219
\Velsted, 555

\Vcrbos, 213, 239, 355, 360, 368, 435, 455, 474,
479

\Vcrbos and haekpropagation, 229
White, 213, 368
Whitely, 548

white noise, 337, 340

Widrow, 4, 217, 333, 341
W.lrow-Hoff learning rule, 	 213, 214, 234
WilIums, 229, 250, 255
Wohlke, 481
Wrest, 264

XOR problem, amid per4cltroims, 217

Yager, 145, 152, 455, 475
Yarrnakawa, 145
Yanmazaki, 479
'asuriohsi, 145, 511

Ye, 439
Yea, 450
Yen, 460
Ynussef 451, -177

p,Zdeh, xv, 13, 15, 30, 42-44 1 59j7
Zdch diagrams, 17
Zadeh max -min insjlication	 (._y
Zadch max-ruin impliealio	 137	 )
Zadeh, possibility theory,	 s ' (LI Tf	 •	 )
zero-order Sugeno contr 	

,	 .1

Zinimeripan, 15, 81,

nle

Z scores, 398


